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Introduction
The Pacific Law Journalis proud to present our twentieth Review
of Selected California Legislation. We have attempted to cover the
most significant legislation that impacts and interests the California
bar and bench. Your comments and suggestions concerning this
publication are welcomed and appreciated.
As in the past, each review begins with a description of the topic
area, a listing of sections affected by the bill, the bill number, the
chapter number, and the author of the bill. The effective date of all

legislation is January 1, 1990, unless otherwise indicated in the
heading.
Certain terms are used consistently throughout the Review and are
worthy of definition. The term "prior law" refers to the law in
effect before the enactment of the 1989 legislation, and which is no
longer in effect after the passage of the new legislation. "Existing
law" refers to law which was in effect before the passage of the
1989 legislation, and which remains in effect after the passage of the
new legislation.
This Review is the result of hard work by many individuals. It
could not be completed without the countless hours spent by our
student writers as they researched, wrote, and rewrote reviews of
numerous bills. Many thanks to all of you. In addition, the law
review process involves the work of many editors; while all of them
deserve much appreciation, I especially wish to thank the Legislation
Editors, Christopher Frangeg, Janice Kamikawa, Agnes Jacquett, and
Lisa Kelso. Their efforts have made the publication process much
simpler.
The entire Legislation Department wishes to thank Owen Kuns,
Chief Deputy Legislative Counsel Retired, and Edward Purcell, Principal Deputy Legislative Counsel Retired, for reviewing our analyses
to help correct substantive mistakes that would otherwise have occurred. In addition, we wish to thank our advisor Professor Jerome
J. Curtis, Jr., as well as the entire McGeorge faculty and administration for their help, guidance and support. Finally, our sincere
appreciation to our secretary Nancy Hermanson for her hard work
and support.
Clifford Stevens
Legislation Editor
Selected 1989 California Legislation
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